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Technical Editor: Astrid Kerkweg. Dear authors,
In my role as Executive editor of GMD, I would like to bring to your attention our Edito-
rial version 1.1: http://www.geosci-model-dev.net/8/3487/2015/gmd-8-3487-2015.html
This highlights some requirements of papers published in GMD, which is also available on
the GMDwebsite in the Manuscript Types section: http://www.geoscientific-modeldevelopment.
net/submission/manuscript_types.html In particular, please note that for your paper,
the following requirement has not been met in the Discussions paper:

• ”The main paper must give the model name and version number (or other unique
identifier) in the title.”

Please provide the version number of DATeS in the title of your revised manuscript. As ex-
plained in https://www.geoscientific-model-development.net/about/manuscript_
types.html GMD is encouraging authors to upload the program code of models (includ-
ing relevant data sets) as supplement or make the code and data of the exact model
version described in the paper accessible through a DOI (digital object identifier). In
case your institution does not provide the possibility to make electronic data accessible
through a DOI you may consider other providers (eg. zenodo.org of CERN) to create a
DOI. Please note that in the code accessibility section you can still point the reader to
how to obtain the newest version. If for some reason the code and/or data cannot be
made available in this form (e.g. only via e-mail contact) the “Code Availability” section
need to clearly state the reasons for why access is restricted (e.g. licensing reasons).

Answer: Thank you.

• We added v1.0 to the title of the paper.

• We created a DOI for the package, and updated the citations accordingly.
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Referee 1. DATeS is aiming to provide a flexible and highly-extensible data as-
similation testing suite. It seeks to provide a unified testing suite for data assimilation
applications allowing data assimilation researchers to easily compare di↵erent method-
ologies in di↵erent settings with minimal coding e↵ort. The core of DATeS is written in
Python. The main functionalities, such as model propagation, filtering, and smoothing
code, can be written in low-level languages such as C or FORTRAN to attain high levels
of computational e�ciency. It allows for easy interfacing with external third-party code
written in various languages, e.g., linear algebra routines written in FORTRAN, analysis
routines written in MATLAB, or “forecast” models written in C. This should help the
researchers to focus their energy on implementing and testing their own analysis algo-
rithms. The DATeS architecture abstracts the following generic components of any DA
system:

1. linear algebra routines,

2. a “forecast” computer model that includes the discretization of the physical pro-
cesses,

3. error models, e.g. observation and background error,

4. an analysis methodology, e.g., a filter or a smoother.

At this stage the authors tested it on several popular test models for data assimilation:

(i) lorenz models.Lorenz3: A class implementing the 3-variables Lorenz model Lorenz
(1963).

(ii) lorenz models.Lorenz96: An implementation of the Lorenz96 model Lorenz (1996).

(iii) cartesian swe model.CartesianSWE: Cartesian shallow-water equations model Gustafs-
son (1971); Navon and De-Villiers (1986) written in C, with a SWIG wrapper.

(iv) qg 1p5 model.QG1p5: Quasi-geostrophic (QG)model with double-gyre wind forcing
and bi-harmonic friction Sakov and Oke (2008) written in FORTRAN, with a F2Py
wrapper.

DATeS provides the following classes for several versions of the EnKF, the HMC family of
filters, and a vanilla implementation of the particle filter: The authors plan to continue
developing DATeS with the long-term goal of making it a complete data assimilation
testing suite that includes support for variational methods, as well as interfaces with
complex.

Answer: Thank you, for the summary, and the insightful comments.
My main issues to address regarding this interesting contribution are:

1. The paper has the character of a user manual and a missing essential part is that
of highlighting in detail the di�culties, both technical and theoretical to use a full
physics 4D-Var operational model and its adjoint in DATeS framework.

Answer:
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• We agree that the first version of the manuscript has the character of a user
manual. Our intention was to balance between a research paper, and a techni-
cal description of the DATeS framework. We rewrote some parts of the paper
to make it more like a research article, rather than a user manual. We hope
the revised manuscript addresses this issue.

• We completely agree on the importance of the variational approach to DA, as
well as hybrid methods. Please see the answers to the following questions; we
hope these will justify the current state of the variational aspects of DATeS.

2. They should mention and discuss use of minimization algorithms to minimize the
cost functional in particular for non-di↵erentiable optimization. See Steward et
al (2012,2014) Answer: We agree that an optimizer is an essential element of a
variational data assimilation scheme. However, as highlighted in the article and
especially in the reviewed manuscript, the design of DATeS makes each of its ele-
ments independent. This version of the package, version 1.0, contains the gluing
components that enables adding variational schemes, following the same procedure
as adding assimilation filters. The implementation of the variational scheme, how-
ever, requires much more e↵ort due to the need to developing adjoint model, and
handling forward and backward propagation especially in the presence of model er-
rors. The optimization algorithm used to minimize the objective function, e.g. the
negative posterior-log, can be an of-the-shelf product, or tailored for the algorithm
in hand. As a proof of concept, we designed a 3D-Var and 4D-Var assimilation
classes. Scipy out-of-the-box optimizers are used to minimize the objective func-
tion. The tangent linear model is designed in the model class, and the adjoint is
automatically evaluated using FATODE following a checkpointing approach. Many
variants of the 4D-Var assimilation scheme exist, including incremental 4D-Var,
however, we opted to focus on filtering algorithms in this version of the package.
The next version in development, DATeS V2.0, will highlight the variational aspects
of the package, and will give access to several variational classes.

3. How to implement state of the art data assimilation methods for high-dimensional
non-Gaussian problems. See Vetra-Carvalho et al (2018) Answer: As highlighted in
the revised manuscript, the initial version of DATeS (v1.0) is not meant to provide
implementations of all state of the art DA algorithms. In fact, with continuous
advances of DA methodologies, we don’t believe this is a task that should be carried
out by a single team of developers. Our main goal is to make DATeS available as
extensible testing environment, where researchers can add e�cient and accurately-
tuned implementations of their own algorithms, DATeS however, provides an initial
seed with example implementations, those could be discussed, and enhanced by the
ever-growing community of DA researchers and experts.

4. How to deal with check-pointing and incremental 4-D VAR in the framework of
DATeS. Answer: As a proof of concept, we added an implementation of the 4D-Var
problem which explains checkpointing, however we defer the detailed discussion of
the variational aspects of DATeS to the upcoming version of the package, which is
currently under development.
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5. How to deal with model error in weak constraint data assimilation Answer: DATeS
is meant to be a gluing package to existing and new implementation, where each
of the abstracted components can be implemented independently. This includes
forecast models, error models, and assimilation procedures. Forecast model errors
are abstracted and can be used by di↵erent forecast models in DATeS. The approach
followed for handling model errors in the weak constraint formulation depends on
the assimilation algorithm, and is completely independent from the other parts
of the package. Again, we would like to stress that in the next version of DATeS
currently under development, we will provide several variants of the 4D-Var scheme,
and we intend to give attention to the weak constraint formulation. This is now
highlighted in Section 6.

6. The authors should present advantages and shortcomings of DATeS as well as ex-
pectations of benefits of its use. Answer: A discussion has been added to the
conclusion, Section 6.

Due to its perceived useful application I recommend the paper be accepted

subject to addressing these medium/minor revisions.

References

1. J. L. Steward, I.M.Navon,M. Zupanski and N. Karmitsa:Impact of Non-Smooth Ob-
servation Operators on Variational and Sequential Data Assimilation for a Limited-
Area Shallow Water Equations Model.Quart. Jour. Roy. Met Soc. , Volume 138,
Issue 663, 323339, January 2012, Part B (2012)
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Referee 2: K. Law The authors and the first referee have done a very good job
of summarising the contribution of this paper. I second the very relevant requests of the
first referee, and I would like to additionally raise a few other points. Perhaps the most
important point to touch on here is the potential applicability of DATeS as a benchmark-
ing tool. The most challenging aspect of developing community-wide benchmarks might
be the abundance of tuning parameters required to get ”optimal” performance. Please
discuss this point, and initialise some default cases. For example, if you have Lorenz 63
with canonical parameters, observations every h time steps, and a given observational
noise and prior, then the ”best” you can do with EnKF is using X set of tuning parame-
ters. The best you can do with 4DVAR is with Y set of tuning parameters. And so on...
Of course one has to define an error metric, and optimality of tuning parameters will
presumably change, but something like RMSE and rank histogram of the innovation (or
truth in the case of simulated data) is a good start. As the software is used this can then
be updated by the community. When a new algorithm is proposed it can then be sized
up against the community-endorsed benchmarks. This is of course asking a lot from both
the software and the community, but it is good to aim high. Such benchmarking tool is
needed and would be very useful. Also, if you are aiming for the posterior distribution in
a general non-Gaussian case, for example as a benchmark against which to evaluate other
algorithms, or to compute higher moments, multiple modes, or tail probabilities, then the
model and tuning parameters can again be recorded and the results can be challenged
(for example, in case a mode has been missed) as new and improved methodology is in-
troduced for general posterior inference and as computers get bigger, stronger, and faster.
This approach can in principle manifest reproducible, evolving, and community-endorsed
gold-standard benchmarks, which can be used in addition to such metrics as RMSE and
rank histograms in vetting existing and new algorithms in various scenarios.

Answer: We added Section 4.4 that discusses the basic benchmarking tools, including
RMSE, rank histograms, and rank histogram uniformity measures. We find it more
helpful for researchers to be able to easily, and quickly produce benchmarking results,
given the code, rather than publishing results based on our runs. Following the referee
suggestion, we added to DATeS v1.0, a few scripts explaining how to create benchmark
experiments to be challenged by new implementations, for example using Lorenz96 model.
It is worth mentioning that the goal of DATeS is not to promote a specific setup, such
as unimodal posteriors. DATeS provides the main infrastructure that makes is possible
to add various components, without worrying about compatibility with the other parts
of the package. DATeS provides several basic, and advanced MCMC classes suitable for
Gaussian, and non-Gaussian settings. Visual and analytic tools for assessing coverage
of the sample to a multimodal distribution is indeed of utmost importance. These tools
however, are utility tools, that can be easily added to the package by the developers or
the community.

Specific comments:

• p2, line 15: as a gateway for someone new to the field or interested in learning
about the methodology without all the complexities, one could also mention some
extremely simple software, for example the pedagogical applied mathematics refer-
ence on data assimilation Law etal 2015 provides a concise set of codes including
examples of many of the modern data assimilation algorithms distilled to the level
that they are single Matlab scripts of fewer than 50 lines which run in a fraction of
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a second. http://tiny.cc/damat

Answer: Thank you, for pointing us out to the text. We mentioned it in the text,
and added citation accordingly.

• Sec 2: this presentation is not quite complete. It needs to be considerably cleaned up
and made complete. For example, you do not state how the model enters the picture:
is it the case that there is a single state xka, for analysis, and xk+1b = Mk,k+1(xka)
? You do not define true, and it vanishes in (3). Do you need it?

Answer: We define the model error in terms of the true model state x
true, to give

the readers an idea of error distributions. The model M is mainly used in the
forecast step of an assimilation algorithm. This was initially mentioned, however,
we updated the text in this section to make it more clear. We hope the updated
text reads better, and cover the basics of DA algorithms.

• p4, line 8: minimum variance estimator: even if the Gaussian background assump-
tion holds, and you have an infinite ensemble, this is not the minimum variance
estimator, which is the posterior mean. It is the minimum variance estimator
among those which are linear in the observation. This does not include the poste-
rior mean in case Hk is nonlinear. Same comment holds a the end of p4, relating
to smoothing.

Answer: We agree. Text updated.

• p5, line 17: ”not generally e�cient” ! ”not generally considered to be e�cient”.
A lot of recent work has illustrated the potential applicability of particle filters for
high dimensional problems, although they have not yet been used operationally. In
addition to the reference suggested by the other referee, see below references by
Crisan, Jasra, van Handel, Poterjoy, Potthast, and van Leeuwen.

Answer: Text updated, and citation added.

• p5, around line 20: it is important to point out here that MCMC is generally appli-
cable only to static problems, i.e. a single posterior distribution for a single window
of observations, with a known prior/background. Once you step forward to the next
window, you will not in general have a closed form or even a good approximation
for the new prior/background (and it will most likely not be Gaussian). One needs
to therefore be careful when applying MCMC in a recursive/filtering context. I’m
not familiar with the cited papers although I’m sure they deal with this in a sen-
sible way. But it needs to be mentioned here. And, nonetheless MCMC methods
are useful as a benchmarking tool for a single assimilation window with a known
background see Law and Stuart 2012.

Answer: We agree that applying MCMC requires accurate representation of the
prior, which is generally intractable in sequential nonlinear settings. This issue of
non-Gaussianity is mentioned in the updated text, and is highlighted both in the
introduction and the new section on Benchmarking.

• p7, line 6: ”It is common in DA applications to assume a perfect forecast model,
a case where the model is deterministic rather than stochastic.” Perhaps you mean
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just ”It is common in DA applications to assume the model is deterministic rather
than stochastic.” ? Here inflation will of course be needed for ensemble methods
in order to have stability, and in any case the background covariance incorporates
some sort of model error, so I don’t see this as a perfect model scenario.

Answer: We agree. Text updated.

• Related to the above point, localisation and inflation should be mentioned explicitly,
due to their key roles in the field. Presumably they need to be incorporated within
the analysis algorithm component.

Answer: Indeed inflation and localization are critically important for ensemble-
based assimilation algorithms. We prefer to abstract tools and functions, common
to assimilation methods, such as inflation and covariance localization.. For that, we
consider inflation and localization to be utility procedures that can be called by any
new ensemble-based filter. The utility module in DATeS provide methods to carry
out these procedures in di↵erent modes, including state space and observation space
localization. We also support both space-time dependent covariance localization.
These facts were highlighted in the revised version of the manuscript.

• p8, line 14: state-size square matrices! Surely this is limited to very small problems,
so some discussion of low-rank approximation of these matrices is important, and
to be robust the code should not even try to construct these as full matrices if the
state is high-dimensional.

Answer: We agree. A note is added to the text.

• p14: define DEnKF

Answer: DEnKF stands for “Deterministic Ensemble Kalman Filter”. This is clar-
ified in the text.

References

1. Beskos, Alexandros, et al. ”A stable particle filter for a class of high-dimensional
statespace models.” Advances in Applied Probability 49.1 (2017): 24-48.

2. Law, Kody JH, and Andrew M. Stuart. ”Evaluating data assimilation algorithms.”
Monthly Weather Review 140.11 (2012): 3757-3782.

3. Law, Kody, Andrew Stuart, and Konstantinos Zygalakis. Data assimilation: a
mathematical introduction. Vol. 62. Springer, 2015.
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tems.” Monthly Weather Review 144.1 (2016): 59-76.

5. Potthast, Roland, et al. ”A Localised Adaptive Particle Filter within an Oper-
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”Can local particle filters beat the curse of dimensionality?.” The Annals of Applied
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Referee 3. General Comments:

I fully agree with the comments of the other two referees. In particular, I would like
to echo Referee #1 specific comment on the need to improve scientific/technical aspect
of the paper, so that it reads more like a scientific paper rather than a user manual. I
also find Referee #2 comments on covariance localization and limitations due to using
state-size square matrices very important to address.

Answer: Thank you. We hope the updated version, and the responses to the comments
made by Referee #1 and Referee #2 properly address these concerns.

Specific Comments:

1. What is the largest state size that DATeS can handle, given that a full-state
quadratic matrix is used Nstate ⇥ Nstate, as stated on page 8, line 15 and in Figure
13? On page 14, line 7, you mentioned that the state size was Nstate = 16641 in your
QG model experiment. Did you really evaluate matrices of the size 16641⇥ 16641
in that experiment? Please elaborate on how high-dimensional model state prob-
lems are addressed and what the limitations of the current algorithm are regarding
this aspect. Furthermore, an option to use non-quadratic state matrices of size
Nstate ⇥Nens needs to be discussed as a possible extension in the future, explaining
how this can be done.

Answer: DATeS provide both dense and sparse implementations of state- and
observation-size matrices for experimental purposes. Low-rank approximations,
sparse data structures, and matrix-free algorithms should be considered for large-
scale settings. We highlighted these facts in the reviewed manuscript. We also,
discussed the need to constructing non-quadratic state matrices of size Nstate⇥Nens,
and discussed the approach DATeS follows in handling such matrices. Specifically,
we represent state ensembles as list of states, and provide utility functions that,
given an ensemble of states, can calculate ensemble statistics, including variances,
and covariance trace. Moreover, the linear algebra operations such as matrix-vector
product that involves a matrix representation of ensembles of states are imple-
mented as implemented following a matrix-free approach for e�ciency. These facts
have been highlighted in the revised manuscript.

2. Are applications of DATeS intended for complex atmospheric models, such as WRF
or NOAA future operational global model (FV3, https://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/
fv3/)? What about coupled atmosphere-ocean models, requiring coupled forecast
error covariance and covariance localization? Please elaborate on these issues.

Answer:

• As mentioned in the introduction, Section 1, DATeS is intended to be po-
sitioned between the simple typical research-grade implementations and the
professional implementation of DART, but with the capability to utilize large
physical models. The current version of DATeS (v1.0) does not support paral-
lelization, and would require a lot of work, and e↵ort to interface operational
models such as WRF. One e↵ort being currently pursued is to rebuild DATeS
on top of Argonne’s PETSc, which would be more suited to interface opera-
tional models such as WRF, and FV3.
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• Covariance localization and inflation are discussed in more details in the re-
vised manuscript.

3. How extensible the DATeS is with respect to the following aspects: (1) Weak con-
straint ensemble, variational and hybrid ensemble-variational data assimilation (also
pointed out by Referee #1) and (2) Data assimilation problems with correlated ob-
servation errors (e.g., addressing cross-channel correlations of satellite radiances).

Answer:

• As indicated in the response to Referee #1, the approach followed to handle
weak constraint formulation controls the implementation of the assimilation
algorithm, and does not pose limitations on the other parts of the package.
It may require access to a model error model, which is accessible through
the forecast error object, and is independent from the specific implementation
of the assimilation class itself. The current version DATeS v1.0, provides
implementation of strong constraint 4D-Var as a proof of concept. However,
we defer the discussion of the variational aspects of the package, which is under
development, to future releases.

• Observation error correlations are part of the observation error model. The
Gaussian error models provided by DATeS support both correlated and uncor-
related errors, and construct the covariance matrices accordingly. The covari-
ance matrices are stored in appropriate sparse formats, unless a dense matrix is
explicitly requested. Since these covariance matrices are either state or obser-
vation matrices, they provide access to all proper linear algebra routines. This
means that, the code written with access to an observation error model, and
its components should work for both correlated and uncorrelated observations.
This is now highlighted in the revised manuscript.

4. A special attention needs to be taken to forecast error covariance localization for
ensemble-based approaches (also pointed out by Referee #2). Two covariance local-
ization methods are typically used: (1) localization in model space and (2) localiza-
tion in observation space. Please explain, in more detail, the covariance localization
approach used in the current version of DATeS and how you plan to extend it in
future applications with more complex models.

Answer: Both space, and observation localization are available in DATeS. We also
support space-time dependent inflation and localization. Covariance localization
and inflation are discussed in more details in the revised manuscript.

5. Page 3, Eq. (3): The conditions should also include an assumption that the obser-
vation and background errors are independent (un-correlated).

Answer: A note is added to the text with the assumption that observation error and
background errors are uncorrelated.
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Referee 4. Thanks to the first reviewer who has provided a great summary of the
paper contributions. I also agree that the current draft is more like a user manual than
a technical paper. A simplified language use and less jargon may improve the readability
in the introduction part.

Answer: Thank you. We hope the updated version, and the responses to the comments
made by Referee #1 and Referee #3 properly address these concerns.

1. The author could mention the educational purpose of DATeS in the very beginning.

Answer: A remark explaining educational purpose of DATeS is added to the intro-
duction.

2. Pg2 Line 5, please add reference for DART applications.

Answer: Citation to DART publication is added.

3. Starting Pg4 Line 5, the authors introduced DA in general, then at Pg 5, line 22, the
authors mentioned they have implemented several flavors of the above mentioned
DA schemes. It would be nice to mention which versions are implemented and
which are not. Alternatively, the authors could start with the summary of DATeS
s implementation, then provide details of each implementation.

Answer: In table 3, we provide citations to the implemented algorithms, which
directly indicate the implemented flavor. We argue that it is nearly impossible
to enumerate the unimplemented algorithms, since data assimilation is a rich field
that is continuously growing. Moreover, detailed description of each implementa-
tion would make the manuscript unnecessary long. These details, however can be
accessed through the code, and the documentation available on the package website.

4. The authors have mentioned in several places that FORTRAN and C are low-level
languages. They are not. Low-level languages are generally referred to machine
language and assembly language.

Answer: To avoid the confusion related to low- and high-level languages, we opted
to refer to such languages as high-performance languages. We updated the text
accordingly.

5. The authors are encouraged to develop a Graphic User Interface (GUI) for flexibility
and ease of use.

Answer: We agree that a GUI would be useful for experimental purposes, however
this is beyond the scope of this version of the package. We will definitely consider
it in future releases.

6. The DA software and programming language comparison on pg 2 can be formatted
better in terns of the software cost, learning curve, ease of access, extensibility etc.
to bring out the “unified” nature of the Python implementation.

Answer: We modified the text slightly to highlight and discuss these issues. How-
ever, the discussion in this section is not meant as a general detailed discussion, or
to promote Python over other lower level languages. We focused on languages used
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in the data assimilation research, and we understand that personal preference and
computational resources together play an essential role in deciding which language
to use. DATeS is meant to bring together pieces written in lower level languages,
such as C and Fortran, and enable proper interaction through proper interfaces
written in Python.

7. The authors mentioned to compare di↵erent DA schemes, it would be nice to include
an example of DA results comparison with DATeS.

Answer: We agree that adding some sort of comparison made using DATeS is useful.
We opted to cite work that presents numerical comparisons between DA schemes
carried out using DATeS framework instead of reproducing results. Moreover, we
added a section on benchmarking which provides another form of comparison that
can be done using DATeS.

8. I also agree with another referee that limitations of DATeS should be pointed out.

Answer: A discussion is added to the discussion and conclusion (Section 6).
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Abstract. A flexible and highly-extensible data assimilation testing suite, named DATeS, is described in this paper. DATeS

aims to offer a unified testing environment that allows researchers to compare different data assimilation methodologies and

understand their performance in various settings. The core of DATeS is implemented in Python and takes advantage of its

object-oriented capabilities. The main components of the package (the numerical models, the data assimilation algorithms,

the linear algebra solvers, and the time discretization routines) are independent of each other, which offers great flexibility to5

configure data assimilation applications. DATeS can interface easily with large third-party numerical models written in Fortran

or in C, and with a plethora of external solvers.

1 Introduction

Data Assimilation (DA) refers to the fusion of information from different sources, including priors, predictions of a numerical

model, and snapshots of reality, in order to produce accurate description of the state of a physical system of interest Daley10

(1991); Kalnay (2002). DA research is of increasing interest for a wide range of fields including geoscience, numerical weather

forecasts, atmospheric composition predictions, oil reservoir simulations, and hydrology. Two approaches have gained wide

popularity for solving the DA problems, namely ensemble and variational approaches. The ensemble approach is rooted in

statistical estimation theory and uses an ensemble of states to represent the underlying probability distributions. The variational

approach, rooted in control theory, involves solving an optimization problem to obtain a single “analysis” as an estimate of15

the true state of the system of concern. The variational approach does not provide an inherent description of the uncertainty

associated with the obtained analysis, however it is less sensitive to physical imbalances prevalent in the ensemble approach.

Hybrid methodologies designed to harnesses the best of the two worlds are an on-going research topic.

Numerical experiments are an essential ingredient in the development of new DA algorithms. Implementation of numerical

experiments for DA involves linear algebra routines, a numerical model along with time integration routines, and an assimila-20

tion algorithm. Currently available testing environments for DA applications are either very simplistic or very general, many

are tied to specific models, and are usually completely written in a specific language. A researcher who wants to test a new

algorithm with different numerical models written in different languages might have to re-implement his/her algorithm using
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the specific settings of each model. A unified testing environment for DA is important to enable researchers to explore different

aspects of various filtering and smoothing algorithms with minimal coding effort.

The DA Research Section (DAReS) at the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) provides DART Anderson

et al. (2009) as a community facility for ensemble filtering. The DART platform is currently the gold standard for ensemble-

based Kalman filtering algorithm implementations. It is widely used in both research and operational settings, and interfaces5

to most important geophysical numerical models are available. DART employs a modular programming approach and adheres

strictly to solid software engineering principles. DART has a long history, and is continuously well maintained; new ensemble-

based Kalman filtering algorithms that appear in the literature are routinely added to its library. Moreover it gives access to

practical, and well-established parallel algorithms. DART is, by design, very general in order to support operational settings

with many types of geophysical models. Using DART requires a non-trivial learning overhead. The fact that DART is mainly10

written in Fortran makes it a very efficient testing platform, however this limits to some extent the ability to easily employ third

party implementations of various components.

Matlab programs are often used to test new algorithmic ideas due to its ease of implementation. A popular set of Matlab

tools for ensemble-based DA algorithms is provided by the Nansen Environmental and Remote Sensing Center (NERSC), with

the code available from Evensen and Sakov (2009). A Matlab toolbox for uncertainty quantification (UQ) is UQLab Marelli15

and Sudret (2014). Also, for the newcomers to the DA filed, a concise set of Matlab codes is provided through the pedagogical

applied mathematics reference Law et al. (2015). Matlab is generally a very useful environment for small-to-medium scale

numerical experiments.

Python is a modern high-level programming language that gives the power of reusing existing pieces of code via inheritance,

and thus its code is highly-extensible. Moreover, it is a powerful scripting tool for scientific applications that can be used to glue20

legacy codes. This can be achieved by writing wrappers that can act as interfaces. Building wrappers around existing C, and

Fortran code is a common practice in scientific research. Several automatic wrapper generation tools, such as SWIG Beazley

et al. (1996) and F2PY Peterson (2009), are available to create proper interfaces between Python and lower level languages.

While translating Matlab code to Python is a relatively easy task, one can call Matlab functions from Python using the Matlab

Engine API. Moreover, Unlike Matlab, Python is freely available on virtually all Linux, MacOS, and Windows platforms, and25

therefore Python software is easily accessible and has excellent portability. When using Python, instead of Fortran or C, one

generally trades some computational performance for programming productivity. The performance penalty in the scientific

calculations is minimized by delegating computationally intensive tasks to compiled languages such as Fortran. This approach

is followed by the scientific computing Python modules Numpy and Scipy, which enables writing computationally efficient

scientific Python code. Moreover, Python is one of the easiest programming languages to learn, even without background30

knowledge about programming.

This paper presents a highly-extensible Python-based DA testing suite. The package is named DATeS, and is intended to

be an open-source, extendable package positioned between the simple typical research-grade implementations and the profes-

sional implementation of DART, but with the capability to utilize large physical models. Researchers can use it as experimental

testing pad where they can focus on coding only their new ideas without worrying much about the other pieces of the DA35
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process. Moreover, DATeS can be effectively used for educational purposes where students can use it as an interactive learning

tool for DA applications. The code developed by a researcher in the DATeS framework should fit with all other pieces in the

package with minimal-to-no effort, as long as the programmer follows the “flexible” rules of DATeS. As an initial illustration

of its capabilities DATeS has been used to implement and carry out the numerical experiments in Attia et al. (2018); Moosavi

et al. (2018); Attia and Constantinescu (2018).5

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the DA problem and the most widely used approaches to solve it.

Section 3 describes the architecture of the DATeS package. Section 4 takes a user-centric and example-based approach for

explaining how to work with DATeS, and Section 5 demonstrates the main guidelines of contributing to DATeS. Conclusions

and future development directions are discussed in Section 6.

2 Data Assimilation10

This section gives a brief overview of the basic discrete-time formulations of both statistical and variational DA approaches.

The formulation here is far from conclusive, and is intended only as a quick review. For detailed discussions on the various DA

mathematical formulations and algorithms, see for examplee Asch et al. (2016); Evensen (2009); Law et al. (2015).

The main goal of a DA algorithm is to give an accurate representation of the “unknown” true state x
true(tk) of a physical

system, at a specific time instant tk. Assuming xk 2 RNstate is a discretized approximation of xtrue(tk), the time-evolution of15

the physical system over the time interval [tk, tk+1] is approximated by the discretized forward model:

xk+1 = Mk,k+1(xk) , k = 0,1, . . . ,N � 1 . (1)

The model-based simulations, represented by the model states, are inaccurate and must be corrected given noisy measure-

ments Y of the physical system. Since the model state and observations are both contaminated with errors, a probabilistic

formulation is generally followed. The prior distribution P
b(xk) encapsulates the knowledge about the model state at time20

instant tk before additional information is incorporated. The likelihood function P(Y|xk) quantifies the deviation of the pre-

diction of model observations from the collected measurements. The corrected knowledge about the system, is described by

the posterior distribution formulated by applying Bayes’ theorem:e

P
a(xk|Y) =

P
b(xk)P(Y|xk)

P(Y)
/ P

b(xk)P(Y|xk) , (2)

where Y refers to the data (observations) to be assimilated. In the sequential filtering context Y is a single observation, while25

in the smoothing context, it generally stands for several observations {y1, . . . ,ym} to be assimilated simultaneously.

In the so-called “Gaussian framework”, the prior is assumed to be Gaussian N (xb
k,Bk) where x

b
k is a prior state, e.g. a

model-based forecast, and Bk 2 RNstate⇥Nstate is the prior covariance matrix. Moreover, the observation errors are assumed to

be Gaussian N (0,Rk), with Rk 2 RNobs⇥Nobs being the observation error covariance matrix at time instant tk, and observation

errors are assumed to be uncorrelated from background errors. In practical applications, the dimension of the observation space30

is much less than the state space dimension, that is Nobs ⌧ Nstate.
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Consider assimilating information available about the system state at time instance tk, the posterior distribution follows

from (2) as:

P
a(xk|yk) / P

b(xk)P(yk|xk) / exp
⇣
�J (xk)

⌘
,

J (xk) =
1

2
kxk �x

b
kk

2
B�1

k
+

1

2
kyk � Hk(xk)k

2
R�1

k
.

(3)

where the scaling factor P(yk) is dropped. Here, Hk is an observation operator that maps a model state xk into the observation

space.5

Applying (2) or (3), in large-scale settings, even under the simplified Gaussian assumption, is not computationally feasible.

In practice, a Monte-Carlo approach is usually followed. Specifically, ensemble-based sequential filtering methods such as

ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) Tippett et al. (2003); Whitaker and Hamill (2002); Burgers et al. (1998); Houtekamer and

Mitchell (1998); Zupanski et al. (2008); Sakov et al. (2012); Evensen (2003); Hamill and Whitaker (2001); Evensen (1994);

Houtekamer and Mitchell (2001); Smith (2007), and maximum likelihood ensemble filter (MLEF) Zupanski (2005) use ensem-10

bles of states to represent the prior, and the posterior distribution. A prior ensemble Xk = {x(e)}e=1,2,...,Nens , approximating

the prior distributions, is obtained by propagating analysis states from a previous assimilation cycle at time tk�1 by applying

(1). Most of the ensemble based DA methodologies work by transforming the prior ensemble into an ensemble of states col-

lected from the posterior distribution, namely the analysis ensemble. The transformation in the EnKF framework is applied

following the update equations of the well-known Kalman filter Kalman and Bucy (1961); Kalman (1960). An estimate of15

the true state of the system, i.e. the analysis, is obtained by averaging the analysis ensemble, while the posterior covariance is

approximated by the covariance matrix of the analysis ensemble.

The maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of the true state is the state that maximizes the posterior probability density

function (PDF). Alternatively the MAP estimate is the minimizer of the negative logarithm (negative-log) of the posterior PDF.

The MAP estimate can be obtained by solving the following optimization problem:20

min
xk

J (xk) =
1

2

��xk �x
b
k

��2
B�1

k
+ kyk � Hk(xk)k

2
R�1

k
. (4)

This formulates the three-dimensional variational (3D-Var) DA problem.Derivative-based optimization algorithms used to

solve (4) require the derivative of the negative-log of the posterior PDF (4):

rxkJ (xk) =B
�1
k

�
xk �x

b
k

�
+H

T
kR

�1
k

�
yk � Hk(xk)

�
, (5)

where Hk = @Hk/@xk is the sensitivity (e.g. the Jacobian) of the observation operator Hk evaluated at xk. Unlike ensemble25

filtering algorithms, the optimal solution of (4) provides a single estimate of the true state, and does not provide a direct estimate

of associated uncertainty.

Assimilating several observations Y := {y0,y1, . . . ,ym} simultaneously requires adding time as a fourth dimension to the

DA problem. Let P
b(x0) be the prior distribution of the system state at the beginning of a time window [t0, tF ]over which the

observations are distributed. Assuming the observations’ errors are temporally uncorrelated, the posterior distribution of the30
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system state at the initial time of the assimilation window t0 follows by applying Equation (2) as:

P
a(x0) / P

b(x0)P(y0,y1, . . . ,ym|x0) / exp
⇣
�J (x0)

⌘
,

J (x0) =
1

2

��x0 �x
b
0

��2
B�1

0
+

1

2

mX

k=0

kyk � Hk(xk)k
2
R�1

k
.

(6)

In the statistical approach, ensemble-based smoothers such as the ensemble Kalman smoother (EnKS) are used to approximate

the posterior (6) based on an ensemble of states. Similar to the ensemble filters, the analysis ensemble generated by a smoothing

algorithm can be used to provide an estimate of the posterior first-order moment. It also can be used to provide a flow-dependent5

ensemble covariance matrix to approximate the posterior true second order moment.

The MAP estimate of the true state at the initial time of the assimilation window can be obtained by solving the following

optimization problem:

min
x0

J (x0) =
1

2

��x0 �x
b
0

��2
B�1

0
+

1

2

mX

k=0

kyk � Hk(xk)k
2
R�1

k
. (7)

This is the standard formulation of the four-dimensional variational (4D-Var) DA problem. The solution of the 4D-Var problem10

is equivalent to the MAP of the smoothing posterior in the Gaussian framework. The Jacobian of the (7) with respect to the

model state at the initial time of the assimilation window reads

rx0J (x0) =B
�1
0 (x0 �x

b
0)+

mX

k=0

M
T
0,kH

T
kR

�1
k

�
Hk(xk)�yk

�
, (8)

where M
T
0,k is the adjoint of the tangent linear model operator, and H

T
k is the adjoint of the observation operator sensitivity.

Similar to the 3D-Var case (4), the solution of Equation (7) provides a single best estimate (the analysis) of the system state15

without providing consistent description of the uncertainty associated with this estimate. The variational problem 7 is referred to

as strong-constraint formulation, where a perfect-model approach is considered. In the presence of model errors, an additional

term is added, resulting in a weak-constraint formulation. A general practice is to assume that the model errors follow a

Gaussian distribution N (0,Qk), with Qk 2 RNstate⇥Nstate being the model error covariance matrix at time instant tk. In non-

perfect-model settings, an additional term characterizing state deviations is added to the variational objectives (4, 7). The20

model error term depends on the approach taken to solve the weak-constraint problem, and usually involves the model error

probability distribution.

In idealized settings, where the model is linear, the observation operator is linear, and the underlying probability distributions

are Gaussian, the posterior is also Gaussian, however this is rarely the case in real applications. In nonlinear or non-Gaussian

settings, the ultimate objective of a DA algorithm is to sample all probability modes of the posterior distribution, rather than25

just producing a single estimate of the true state. Algorithms capable of accommodating non-Gaussianity are too limited and

have not been successfully tested in large-scale settings.

Particle filters (PF) Doucet et al. (2001); Gordon et al. (1993); Kitagawa (1996); Van Leeuwen (2009) are an attractive

family of nonlinear and non-Gaussian methods. This family of filters is known to suffer from filtering degeneracy, especially
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in large-scale systems. Despite the fact that PFs do not force restrictive assumptions on the shape of the underlying probabil-

ity distribution functions, they are not generally considered to be efficient without expensive tuning. While particle filtering

algorithms have not yet been used operationally, their potential applicability for high dimensional problems is illustrated for

example by Rebeschini et al. (2015); Poterjoy (2016); Llopis et al. (2017); Beskos et al. (2017); Potthast et al. (2017); Ades

and van Leeuwen (2015); Vetra-Carvalho et al. (2018). Another approach for non-Gaussian DA is to employ a Markov Chain5

Monte-Carlo (MCMC) algorithm, to directly sample the probability modes of the posterior distribution. This however, requires

an accurate representation of the prior distribution, which is generally intractable in this context. Moreover, following a re-

laxed, e.g. Gaussian, prior assumption in nonlinear settings might be restrictive when a DA procedure is applied sequentially

over more than one assimilation window. This is mainly due to fact that the prior distribution is a nonlinear transformation of

the posterior of a previous assimilation cycle. Recently, an MCMC family of fully non-Gaussian DA algorithms that works by10

sampling the posterior were developed in Attia and Sandu (2015); Attia et al. (2015, 2016b, c, 2018); Attia (2016). This family

follows a Hamiltonian Monte-Carlo (HMC) approach for sampling the posterior, however, the HMC sampling scheme can be

easily replaced with other algorithms suitable for sampling complicated, and potentially multimodal, probability distributions

in high dimensional state spaces. Relaxing the Gaussian prior assumption is addressed in Attia et al. (2018), where an accurate

representation of the prior is constructed by fitting a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to the forecast ensemble.15

DATeS provides standard implementations of several flavors of the algorithms mentioned here. One can easily explore, test,

or modify the provided implementations in DATeS, and add more methodologies. As discussed later, one can use existing com-

ponents of DATeS, such as the implemented numerical models, or add new implementations to be used by other components

of DATeS. However, it is worth mentioning that the initial version of DATeS (v1.0) is not meant to provide implementations

of all state of the art DA algorithms; see for example Vetra-Carvalho et al. (2018). DATeS however, provides an initial seed20

with example implementations, those could be discussed, and enhanced by the ever-growing community of DA researchers

and experts. In the next Section, we provide a brief technical summary of the main components of DATeS v1.0

3 DATeS Implementation

DATeS seeks to capture, in an abstract form, the common elements shared by most DA applications and solution methodologies.

For example, the majority of the ensemble filtering methodologies share nearly all the steps of the forecast phase, and a25

considerable portion of the analysis step. Moreover, all the DA applications involve common essential components such as

linear algebra routines, model discretization schemes, and analysis algorithms.

Existing DA solvers have been implemented in different languages. For example, high-performance languages such as

Fortran and C have been (and are still being) extensively used to develop numerically efficient model implementations, and

linear algebra routines. Both Fortran and C allow for efficient parallelization because these two languages are supported by30

common libraries designed for distributed memory systems such as MPI, and shared memory libraries such as Pthreads and

OpenMP. To make use of these available resources and implementations, one has to either rewrite all the different pieces in the

same programming language, or have proper interfaces between the different new and existing implementations.
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The philosophy behind the design of DATeS is that “a unified DA testing suite has to be open-source, easy to learn, and

able to reuse and extend available code with minimal effort”. Such a suite should allow for easy interfacing with external third-

party code written in various languages, e.g., linear algebra routines written in Fortran, analysis routines written in Matlab, or

“forecast” models written in C. This should help the researchers to focus their energy on implementing and testing their own

analysis algorithms. The next section details several key aspects of the DATeS implementation.5

3.1 DATeS architecture

The DATeS architecture abstracts, and provides a set of modules of, the four generic components of any DA system. These

components are the linear algebra routines, a forecast computer model that includes the discretization of the physical processes,

error models, and analysis methodologies. In what follows, we discuss each of these building blocks in more details, in the

context of DATeS. We start with an abstract discussion of each of these components, followed by technical descriptions.10

3.1.1 Linear algebra routines

The linear algebra routines are responsible for handling the data structures representing essential entities such as model state

vectors, observation vectors, and covariance matrices. This includes manipulating an instance of the corresponding data. For

example, a model state vector should provide methods for accessing/slicing and updating entries of the state vector, a method

for adding two state vector instances, and methods for applying specific scalar operations on all entries of the state vector such15

as evaluating the square root or the logarithm.

3.1.2 Forecast model

The forecast computer model simulates a physical phenomena of interest such as the atmosphere, ocean dynamics, and vol-

canoes. This typically involves approximating the physical phenomena using a gridded computer model. The implementation

should provide methods for creating and manipulating state vectors, and state-size matrices. The computer model should also20

provide methods for creating and manipulating observation vectors and observation-size matrices. The observation operator

responsible for mapping state-size vectors into observation-size vectors should be part of the model implementation as well.

Moreover, simulating the evolution of the computer model in time is carried out using numerical time integration schemes. The

time integration scheme can be model-specific, and is usually written in a high-performance language for efficiency.

3.1.3 Error models25

It is common in DA applications to assume a perfect forecast model, a case where the model is deterministic rather than

stochastic. However, the background and observation errors need to be treated explicitly as they are essential in the formulation

of nearly all DA methodologies. We refer to the DATeS entity responsible for managing and creating random vectors, sampled

from a specific probability distribution function, as the “error model”. For example a Gaussian error model would be completely

set up by providing the first and second order moments of the probability distribution it represents.30
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3.1.4 Analysis algorithms

Analysis algorithms manipulate model states and observations by applying widely used mathematical operations to perform

inference operations. The popular DA algorithms can be classified into filtering and smoothing categories. An assimilation

algorithm, a filter or a smoother, is implemented to carry out a single DA cycle. For example, in the filtering framework, an

assimilation cycle refers to assimilating data at a single observation time by applying a forecast and an analysis step. On the5

other hand, in the smoothing context, several observations available at discrete time instances within an assimilation window

are processed simultaneously in order to update the model state at a given time over that window; a smoother is designed

to carry out the assimilation procedure over a single assimilation window. For example, EnKF and 3D-Var fall in the former

category, while EnKS and 4D-Var fall in the latter.

3.1.5 Assimilation experiments10

In typical numerical experiments a DA solver is applied for several consecutive cycles to assess its long-term performance.

We refer to the procedure of applying the solver to several assimilation cycles as the “assimilation process”. The assimilation

process involves carrying out the forecast and analysis cycles repeatedly, creating synthetic observations or retrieving real

observations, updating the reference solution when available, and saving experimental results between consecutive assimilation

cycle.15

3.1.6 DATeS layout

The design of DATeS takes into account the distinction between these components, and separate them in design following an

Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) approach. A general description of DATeS architecture is given in Figure 1.

The enumeration in Figure 1 (numbers from 1 to 4 in circles) indicates the order in which essential DATeS objects should

be created. Specifically, one starts with an instance of a model. Once a model object is created, an assimilation object is20

instantiated, and the model object is passed to it. An assimilation process object is then instantiated, with a reference to the

assimilation object passed to it. The assimilation process object iterates the consecutive assimilation cycles and save and/or

output the results which can be optionally analyzed later using visualization modules.

All DATeS components are independent such as to maximize the flexibility in experimental design. However, each newly

added component must comply to DATeS rules in order to guarantee interoperability with the other pieces in the package.25

DATeS provides base classes with definitions of the necessary methods. A new class added to DATeS, for example to implement

a specific new model, has to inherit the appropriate model base class, and provide implementations of the inherited methods

from that base class.

In order to maximize both flexibility and generalizability, we opted to handle configurations, inputs, and output of DATeS

object, using “configuration dictionaries”. Parameters passed to instantiate an object are passed to the class constructor in the30

form of key-value pairs in the dictionaries. See Section 4 for examples on how to properly configure and instantiate DATeS

objects.
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Figure 1. Diagram of the DATeS architecture.

3.2 Linear algebra classes

The main linear algebra data structures essential for almost all DA aspects are a) model state-size and observation-size vectors

(also named state and observation vectors, respectively), and b) state-size and observation-size matrices (also named state

and observation matrices, respectively). A state matrix is a square matrix of order equal to the model state space dimension.

Similarly, an observation matrix is a square matrix of order equal to the model observation space dimension. DATeS makes5

a distinction between a state and observation linear algebra data structures. It is important to recall here that in large-scale

applications, full state covariance matrices cannot be explicitly constructed in memory. Full state matrices should only be

considered for relatively small problems, and for experimental purposes. In large-scale settings, where building state matrices

is infeasible, low-rank approximations, or sparse representation of the covariance matrices could be incorporated. DATeS

provides simple classes to construct sparse state and observation matrices for guidance.10

Third-party linear algebra routines can have widely different interfaces and underlying data structures. For reusability, DATeS

provides unified interfaces for accessing and manipulating these data structures using Python classes. The linear algebra classes

are implemented in Python. The functionalities of the associated methods can be written either in Python, or in lower level

languages using proper wrappers. A class for a linear algebra data structure enables updating, slicing, and manipulating an

instance of the corresponding data structures. For example, a model state vector class provides methods that enable access-15

ing/slicing and updating entries of the state vector, a method for adding two state vector instances, and methods for applying

specific scalar operations on all entries of the state vector such as evaluating the square root or the logarithm. Once an instance
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Linear algebra base class DATeS Implementation

state vector objects with access to all related vector operations state_vector_base.StateVectorBase

observation vector objects with related vector operations observation_vector_base.ObservationVectorBase

state matrix objects with methods implementing necessary matrix operations state_matrix_base.StateMatrixBase

observation matrix objects providing methods for related matrix operations observation_matrix_base.ObservationMatrixBase

Table 1. DA filtering routines provided by the initial version of DATeS (v1.0)

Linear Algebra Numpy-based classes

StateVectorBase StateVectorNumpy ObservationVectorBase ObservationVectorNumpy

StateMatrixBase

StateMatrixNumpy

StateMatrixSpScipy

ObservationMatrixBase

ObservationMatrixNumpy

ObservationMatrixSpScipy

Figure 2. Python implementation of state vector, observation vector, state matrix, and observation matrix data structures. Both dense and

sparse state and observation matrices are provided.

of a linear algebra data structure is created, all its associated methods are accessible via the standard Python dot operator. The

linear algebra base classes provided in DATeS are summarized in Table 1.

Python special methods are provided in a linear algebra class to enable iterating a linear algebra data structure entries. Exam-

ples of these special methods include__getitem__(), __setitem__(), __getslice__(), __setslice__(),

etc. These operators make it feasible to standardize working with linear algebra data structures implemented in different lan-5

guages or saved in memory in different forms.

DATeS provides linear algebra data structures represented as Numpy nd-arrays, and a set of Numpy-based classes to manip-

ulate them. Moreover, Scipy-based implementation of sparse matrices is provided, and can be used efficiently in conjunction

with both sparse and non-sparse data structures. These classes, shown in Figure 2, provide templates for designing more so-

phisticated extensions of the linear algebra classes.10

3.3 Forecast model classes

Each numerical model needs an associated class providing methods to access its functionality. The unified forecast model

class design in DATeS provides the essential tasks that can be carried out by the model implementation. Each model class in

DATeS has to inherit the model base class: models_base.ModelBase or a class derived from it. A numerical model class

is required to provide access to the underlying linear algebra data structures and time integration routines. For example, each15

model class has to provide the method state_vector() that creates an instance of a state vector class, and the method

integrate_state() that takes a state vector instance and time integration settings, and returns a trajectory (list of states)
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Forecast model DATeS Implementation

the 3-variables Lorenz model Lorenz (1963) lorenz_models.Lorenz3

Lorenz96 model Lorenz (1996) lorenz_models.Lorenz69

Cartesian shallow-water equations model Gustafsson (1971); Navon and De-Villiers

(1986)

cartesian_swe_mode.CartesianSWE

Quasi-geostrophic (QG) model with double-gyre wind forcing and bi-harmonic fric-

tion Sakov and Oke (2008) written in Fortran, with a F2Py wrapper.

qg_1p5_model.QG1p5

Table 2. DA filtering routines provided by the initial version of DATeS (v1.0)

evaluated at specified future times. The base class provided in DATeS contains definitions of all the methods that need to

be supported by a numerical model class. The package DATeS v1.0 includes implementations of several popular test models

summarized in Table 2.

While some linear algebra and the time integration routines are model-specific, DATeS also implements general-purpose

linear algebra classes and time integration routines that can be reused by newly created models. For example, the general5

integration class FatODE_ERK_FWD is based on FATODE Zhang and Sandu (2014) explicit Runge-Kutta (ERK) forward

propagation schemes.

3.4 Error models classes

In many DA applications the errors are additive, and are modeled by random variables normally distributed with zero mean

and a given or an unknown covariance matrices. DATeS implements Numpy-based functionality for background, observa-10

tion, and model errors as guidelines for more sophisticated problem-dependent error models. The Numpy-based error mod-

els in DATeS are implemented in the module error_models_numpy. These classes are derived from the base class

ErrorsModelBase and provide methodologies to sample the underlying probability distribution, evaluate the value of the

density function, and generate statistics of the error variables based on model trajectories and the settings of the error model.

Note that, while DATeS provides implementations for Gaussian error models, the Gaussian assumption itself is not restric-15

tive. Following the same structure, or by inheritance, one can easily create Non-Gaussian error models with minimal efforts.

Moreover, the Gaussian error models provided by DATeS support both correlated and uncorrelated errors, and it constructs the

covariance matrices accordingly. The covariance matrices are stored in appropriate sparse formats, unless a dense matrix is

explicitly requested. Since these covariance matrices are either state or observation matrices, they provide access to all proper

linear algebra routines. This means that, the code written with access to an observation error model, and its components should20

work for both correlated and uncorrelated observations.

3.5 Assimilation classes

Assimilation classes are responsible for carrying out a single assimilation cycle (i.e., over one assimilation window) and

optionally printing or writing the results to files. For example, an EnKF object should be designed to carry out one cy-
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Filtering Algorithm DATeS Implementation

standard Kalman filter equations Kalman and Bucy (1961); Kalman (1960) KF.KalmanFilter

perturbed-observation (stochastic) EnKF Burgers et al. (1998); Houtekamer and Mitchell (1998) EnKF.EnKF

deterministic EnKF Sakov and Oke (2008) EnKF.DEnKF

Ensemble transform Kalman filter (ETKF) Bishop et al. (2001) EnKF.ETKF

local least squares EnKF Anderson (2003) EnKF.LLSEnKF

Hybrid Monte-Carlo (HMC) sampling filter Attia and Sandu (2015) hmc_filter.HMCFilter

Family of cluster sampling filters Attia et al. (2018) multi_chain_mcmc_filter.MultiChainMCMC

A vanilla implementation of the particle filter Gordon et al. (1993) PF.PF

Table 3. DA filtering routines provided by the initial version of DATeS (v1.0)

cle consisting of the “forecast” and the “analysis” steps. The basic assimilation objects in DATeS are a filtering object, a

smoothing object, and a hybrid object. DATeS provides the common functionalities for filtering objects in the base class

filters_base.FiltersBase; all derived filtering classes should have it as a super class. Similarly, smoothing objects

are to be derived from the base class smoothers_base.SmoothersBase. A hybrid object can inherit methods from both

filtering and smoothing base classes.5

A model object is passed to the assimilation object constructor via configuration dictionaries to give the assimilation object

access to the model-based data structures and functionalities. The settings of the assimilation object, such as the observation

time, the assimilation time, the observation vector, and the forecast state or ensemble, are also passed to the constructor upon

instantiation, and can be updated during runtime.

Table 3 summarizes the filters implemented in the initial version of the package, that is DATeS v1.0. Each of these filtering10

classes can be instantiated and run with any of the DATeS model objects. Moreover, DATeS provides simplified implementa-

tions of both 3D-Var, and 4D-var assimilation schemes. The objective function, e.g. the negative log-posterior, and the associ-

ated gradient are implemented inside the smoother class, and require the tangent linear model to be implemented in the passed

forecast model class. The adjoint is evaluated using FATODE following a checkpointing approach, and the optimization step is

carried out using Scipy optimization functions. The settings of the optimizer can be fine-tuned via the configurations dictionar-15

ies. The 3D- and 4D-Var implementations provided by DATeS are experimental, and are provided as a proof of concept. The

variational aspects of DATeS are being continuously developed and will be made available in future releases of the package.

Covariance inflation and localization are ubiquitously used in all ensemble-based assimilation systems. These two methods

are used to counteract the effect of using ensembles of finite size. Specifically, covariance inflation counteracts the loss of

variance incurred in the analysis step, and works by inflating the ensemble members around their mean. This is carried out20

by magnifying the spread of ensemble members around their mean, by a predefined inflation factor. The inflation factor could

be a scalar, i.e. space-time independent, or even varied over space and/or time. Localization, on the other hand, mitigates

the accumulation of long-range spurious correlations. Distance-based covariance localization is widely used in geoscientific

sciences, and applications, where correlations are damped out with increasing distance between grid points. The performance

of the assimilation algorithm is critically dependent on tuning the parameters of these techniques. DATeS provide basic utility25
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Figure 3. The assimilation process in DATeS.

functions (see Section 3.7) for carrying out inflation and localization those can be used in different forms based on the specific

implementation of the assimilation algorithms. The work in Attia and Constantinescu (2018) reviews inflation and localization

and presents a framework for adaptive tuning of the parameters of these techniques, with all implementations and numerical

experiments carried out entirely in DATeS.

3.6 Assimilation process classes5

A common practice in sequential DA experimental settings, is to repeat an assimilation cycle over a given timespan, with

similar or different settings at each assimilation window. For example, one may repeat a DA cycle on several time intervals

with different output settings; e.g. to save and print results only every fixed number of iterations. Alternatively, the DA process

can be repeated over the same time interval with different assimilation settings to test and compare results. We refer to this

procedure as an “assimilation process”. Examples of numerical comparisons, carried out used DATeS, can be found in Attia10

et al. (2018); Attia and Constantinescu (2018), and in Section 4.6.

assimilation_process_base.AssimilationProcess is the base class from which all assimilation process

objects are derived. When instantiating an assimilation process object, the assimilation object, the observations and the assim-

ilation time instances, are passed to the constructor through configuration dictionaries. As a result, the assimilation process

object has access to the model and its associated data structures and functionalities through the assimilation object.15

The assimilation process object either retrieves real observations, or creates synthetic observations at the specified time

instances of the experiment. Figure 3 summarizes DATeS assimilation process functionality.
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Module name Functionality provided

_utility_configs handles configuration dictionaries, including aggregating, reading, and writing configuration dictionaries

_utility_stat evaluate statistical quantities such as moments of an ensemble (e.g. list of model state or observation objects)

_utility_machine_learning carry out machine learning algorithms such as fitting a Gaussian Mixture Model to an ensemble

_utility_data_assimilation
carry out general DA tasks such as ensemble inflation, covariance localization, and evaluating performance

metrics including root-mean-squared errors (RMSE), and rank histogram uniformity measures.
Table 4. A sample of the modules wrapped by the main utility module dates_utility.

3.7 Utility modules

Utility modules provide additional functionality, such as _utility_configsmodule which provides functions for reading,

writing, validating, and aggregating configuration dictionaries. In DA, an ensemble is a collection of state or observation

vectors. Ensembles are represented in DATeS as lists of either state, or observation vector objects. The utility modules include

functions responsible for iterating over ensembles to evaluate ensemble-related quantities of interest, such as ensemble mean,5

ensemble variance/covariance, and covariance trace. Covariance inflation and localization are critically important for nearly

all ensemble-based assimilation algorithms. DATeS abstracts tools and functions common to assimilation methods, such as

inflation and localization where they can be easily imported and reused by newly developed assimilation routines. The utility

module in DATeS provide methods to carry out these procedures in various modes, including state space and observation space

localization. Moreover, DATeS supports space-dependent covariance localization, i.e. it allows varying the localization radii10

and inflation factors over both space and time.

Ensemble-based assimilation algorithms often require matrix representation of ensembles of model states. In DATeS, en-

sembles are represented as lists of states, rather than full matrices of size Nstate ⇥Nens. However, it provides utility functions

capable of efficiently calculating ensemble statistics, including ensemble variances, and covariance trace. Moreover, DATeS

provides matrix-free implementations of the operations that require ensembles of states, such as a matrix-vector product, where15

the matrix is involved is a representation of an ensemble of states.

The module dates_utility provides access to all utility functions in DATeS. In fact, this module wraps the functionality

provided by several other specialized utility routines, including the sample given in Table 4. The utility module provides other

general functions such as to handling file downloading, and functions for file I/O. For a list of all functions in the utility module,

see the User’s Manual Attia et al. (2016a).20

4 Using DATeS

The sequence of steps needed to run a DA experiment in DATeS is summarized in Figure 4. This section is devoted to explaining

these steps in the context of a working example that uses the QG-1.5 model Sakov and Oke (2008) and carries out DA using a

standard EnKF formulation.
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Figure 4. The sequence of essential steps required in order to run a DA experiment in DATeS.

This can be done by executing code Snippet 1 in DATeS root directory:

i m p o r t d a t e s _ s e t u p

d a t e s _ s e t u p . i n i t i a l i z e _ d a t e s ( )5

Snippet 1. Initialize the DATeS run.

2

Figure 5. Initialize the DATeS run.

4.1 Step1: initialize DATeS

Initializing a DATeS run involves defining the root directory of DATeS as an environment variable, and adding the paths of

DATeS source modules to the system path. This can be done by executing code Snippet in Figure 5 in DATeS root directory.

4.2 Step2: create a model object

QG-1.5 is a nonlinear 1.5-layer reduced-gravity QG model with double-gyre wind forcing and bi-harmonic friction Sakov and5

Oke (2008).

4.2.1 Quasi-geostrophic model

This model is a numerical approximation of the equations:

qt =  x � "J( , q)�A�3 +2⇡ sin(2⇡y) ,

q =� �F ,

J( , q) ⌘  xqx � yqy ,

(9)

where � := @2/@x2 + @2/@y2 and  is the surface elevation. The values of the model coefficients in (9) are obtained from10

Sakov and Oke (2008), and are described as follows: F = 1600, "= 10�5, and A= 2⇥ 10�12. The domain of the model is

a 1⇥ 1 [space units] square, with 0  x  1, 0  y  1 ,and is discretized by a grid of size 129⇥ 129 (including boundaries).

The boundary conditions used are  =� =�2 = 0. The dimension of the model state vector is Nstate = 16641. This

is a synthetic model where the scales are not relevant, and we use generic space, time, and solution amplitude units. The

time integration scheme used is the fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme with a time step 1.25 [time units]. The model forward15

propagation core is implemented in Fortran. The QG-1.5 model is run over 1000 model time steps, with observations made

available every 10 time steps.
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To create a QG model object with these specifications, one executes code Snippet 2:

from qg_1p5_model i m p o r t QG1p5

model = QG1p5 ( m o d e l _ c o n f i g s = d i c t (MREFIN=7 , o b s e r v a t i o n _ o p e r a t o r _ t y p e = ’ l i n e a r ’ ,

o b s e r v a t i o n _ v e c t o r _ s i z e =300 , o b s e r v a t i o n _ e r r o r _ v a r i a n c e s = 4 . 0 ) )5

Snippet 2. Create the QG model object

3

Figure 6. Create the QG model object.

Code Snippet 3 creates a DEnKF filtering object with these settings:

# c r e a t e an i n i t i a l ensemble

e n s _ s i z e = 20

i n i t i a l _ e n s e m b l e = model . c r e a t e _ i n i t i a l _ e n s e m b l e ( e n s e m b l e _ s i z e = e n s _ s i z e , ensemble_ f rom_repo =True )5

# c r e a t e f i l t e r o b j e c t

from EnKF i m p o r t DEnKF

d e n k f _ f i l t e r _ c o n f i g s = d i c t ( model=model ,

a n a l y s i s _ e n s e m b l e = i n i t i a l _ e n s e m b l e ,10
e n s e m b l e _ s i z e = e n s _ s i z e ,

i n f l a t i o n _ f a c t o r = 1 . 0 6 ,

l o c a l i z e _ c o v a r i a n c e s =True ,

l o c a l i z a t i o n _ m e t h o d = ’ c o v a r i a n c e _ f i l t e r i n g ’ ,

l o c a l i z a t i o n _ r a d i u s =12 ,15
l o c a l i z a t i o n _ f u n c t i o n = ’ Gaspa r i�Cohn ’ )

d e n k f _ f i l t e r = DEnKF( f i l t e r _ c o n f i g s = d e n k f _ f i l t e r _ c o n f i g s , o u t p u t _ c o n f i g s = d i c t ( f i l e _ o u t p u t _ m o m e n t _ o n l y = F a l s e ) )

Snippet 3. Create a DEnKF object

4

Figure 7. Create a DEnKF filtering object.

4.2.2 Observations and observation operators

We use a standard linear operator to observe 300 components of  with observation error variance set to 4.0 [units squared]. The

observed components are uniformly distributed over the state vector length, with an offset that is randomized at each filtering

cycle. Synthetic observations are obtained by adding white noise to measurements of the see height level (SSH) extracted from

a reference model run with lower viscosity. To create a QG model object with these specifications, one executes code Snippet5

in Figure 6.

4.3 Step3: create an assimilation object

One now proceeds to create an assimilation object. We consider a deterministic implementation of EnKF (DEnKF) with

ensemble size equal to 20, and parameters tuned optimally as suggested in Sakov and Oke (2008). Covariance localization

is applied via a Hadamard product Houtekamer and Mitchell (2001). The localization function is Gaspari-Cohn Gaspari and10

Cohn (1999) with a localization radius of 12 grid cells. The localization is carried out in the observation space by decorrelating

both HB and HBH
T , where B is the ensemble covariance matrix, and H is the linearized observation operator. In the present

setup, the observation operator H is linear, and thus H= H.

Ensemble inflation is applied to the analysis ensemble of anomalies at the end of each assimilation cycle of DEnKF with an

inflation factor of 1.06. Code Snippet in Figure 7 creates a DEnKF filtering object with these settings.15
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This is implemented in the code Snippet 4:

# c r e a t e o b s e r v a t i o n and a s s i m i l a t i o n c h e c k p o i n t s

i m p o r t numpy as np

d a _ c h e c k p o i n t s = o b s _ c h e c k p o i n t s = np . a r a n g e ( 0 , 1 2 5 0 . 0 0 1 , 1 2 . 5 )5

# c r e a t e s e q u e n t i a l f i l t e r i n g _ p r o c e s s o b j e c t

from f i l t e r i n g _ p r o c e s s i m p o r t F i l t e r i n g P r o c e s s

r e f _ I C = model . _ r e f e r e n c e _ i n i t i a l _ c o n d i t i o n . copy ( )

e x p e r i m e n t = F i l t e r i n g P r o c e s s ( a s s i m i l a t i o n _ c o n f i g s = d i c t ( f i l t e r = d e n k f _ f i l t e r ,10
d a _ c h e c k p o i n t s = d a _ c h e c k p o i n t s ,

r e f _ i n i t i a l _ c o n d i t i o n = re f_ IC ,

o b s _ c h e c k p o i n t s = o b s _ c h e c k p o i n t s ) ,

o u t p u t _ c o n f i g s = d i c t ( s c r _ o u t p u t =True , s c r _ o u t p u t _ i t e r =1 ,

f i l e _ o u t p u t =True , f i l e _ o u t p u t _ i t e r =1) )15

Snippet 4. Create a filter process object to carry out DEnKF filtering using the QG model.

5

Figure 8. Create a filter process object to carry out DEnKF filtering using the QG model.

Finally, the assimilation experiment is executed by running code Snippet 5:

e x p e r i m e n t . r e c u r s i v e _ a s s i m i l a t i o n _ p r o c e s s ( )

Snippet 5. Run the filtering experiment.

6

Figure 9. Run the filtering experiment.

Most of the methods associated to the DEnKF object will raise exceptions if immediately invoked at this point. This is

because several keys in the filter configuration dictionary such as the observation, the forecast time, the analysis time, and

the assimilation time, are not yet appropriately assigned. DATeS allows creating assimilation objects without these options to

maximize flexibility. A convenient approach is to create an assimilation process object that, among other tasks, can properly

update the filter configurations between consecutive assimilation cycles.5

4.4 Step4: create an assimilation process

We now test DEnKF with QG model by repeating the assimilation cycle over a timespan from 0 to 1250 with offsets of

12.5 time units between each two consecutive observation/assimilation time. An initial ensemble is created by the numeri-

cal model object. An experimental timespan is set for observations and assimilation. Here, the assimilation time instances

da_checkpoints are the same as the observation time instances obs_checkpoints, but they can in general be differ-10

ent, leading to either synchronous or asynchronous assimilation settings. This is implemented in the code Snippet in Figure 8.

Here experiment is responsible for creating synthetic observations at all time instances defined by obs_checkpoints

(except the initial time). To create synthetic observations the truth at the initial time (0 in this case) is obtained from the model

and is passed to the filtering process object experiment, which in turn propagates it forward in time to assimilation time

points.15

Finally, the assimilation experiment is executed by running code Snippet in Figure 9.
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Figure 10. The QG-1.5 model. The truth (reference state) at the initial time (t=0) of the assimilation experiment is shown in the left panel.

The red dots indicate the locations of observations for one of the test cases employed. The initial forecast state, taken as the average of the

initial ensemble at time t=0, is shown in the right panel.

4.5 Experiment results

The filtering results are printed to screen and are saved to files at the end of each assimilation cycle as instructed by the

output_configs dictionary of the object experiment. The output directory structure is controlled via the options in

the output configurations dictionary output_configs of the FilteringProcess object, i.e. experiment. All re-

sults are saved in appropriate sub-directories under a main folder named Results in the root directory of DATeS. We will5

refer to this directory henceforth as DATeS results directory. The default behavior of a FilteringProcess object is to

create a folder named Filtering_Results in DATeS results directory, and to instruct the filter object to save/output the

results every file_output_iter whenever the flag file_output is turned on. Specifically, the DEnKF object creates

three directories named Filter_Statistics, Model_States_Repository, and Observations_Repository

respectively. The root mean-squared (RMS) forecast and analysis errors are evaluated at each assimilation cycle, and are writ-10

ten to a file under Filter_Statistics directory. The output configurations of the filter object of the DEnKF class, i.e.

denkf_filter, instructs the filter to save all ensemble members (both forecast and analysis) to files by setting the value

of the option file_output_moment_only to False. The true solution (reference state), the analysis ensemble, and the

forecast ensembles are all saved under the directory Model_States_Repository, while the observations are saved

under the directory Observations_Repository. We note that while here we illustrate the default behavior, the output15

directories are fully configurable.

Figure 10 shows the reference initial state of the QG model, an example of the observational grid used, and an initial forecast

state. The initial forecast state in Figure 10 is the average of an initial ensemble collected from a long run of the QG model.

The true field, the forecast errors, and the DEnKF analyses errors at different time instances are shown in Figure 11.

Typical solution quality metrics in the ensemble-based DA literature include RMSE plots and Rank (Talagrand) histograms An-20

derson (1996); Candille and Talagrand (2005).

Upon termination of a DATeS run, executable files can be cleaned up by calling the function clean_executable_files()

available in the utility module (see code Snippet in Figure 12).
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Figure 11. Data assimilation results. The reference field  , the forecast errors, and the analysis errors at t= 300, t= 600, t= 900, t= 1200

[time units]. Here the forecast error is defined as the reference field minus the average of the forecast ensemble, and the analysis error is the

reference field minus the average of the analysis ensemble.Upon termination of a run in DATeS, executable files can be cleaned up by calling the function clean_executable_files()

from the utility module:

# c l e a n u p e x e c u t a b l e s and t e m p o r a r y modules

i m p o r t d a t e s _ u t i l i t y a s u t i l i t y5
u t i l i t y . c l e a n _ e x e c u t a b l e _ f i l e s ( )

Snippet 6. cleanup DATeS executable files.

7

Figure 12. Cleanup DATeS executable files.

4.6 DATeS for benchmarking

4.6.1 Performance metrics

In the linear settings, the performance of an ensemble-based DA filter could be judged based on two factors. Firstly, conver-

gence explained by its ability to track the truth, and secondly by the quality of the flow-dependent covariance matrix generated

given the analysis ensemble.5

The convergence of the filter is monitored by inspecting the root mean squared error (RMSE), which represents an ensemble-

based standard deviation of the difference between reality, or truth, and the model-based prediction. In synthetic experiments,

the RMSE reads

RMSE=

vuut 1

Nstate

NstateX

i=1

(xi �xTrue
i )2 , (10)

where x
True

2 RNstate is the true state of the system, and {xi}i=1,...,Nens is an ensemble of model states. For real applications,10

the states are replaced with observations. The rank (Talagrand) histogram Anderson (1996); Candille and Talagrand (2005),
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(a) RMS errors of forecasts and analyses (b) Rank histogram

Figure 13. Data assimilation results. In panel (a) “no assimilation” refers to the RMSE of the initial forecast (the average of the initial forecast

ensemble) propagated forward in time over the 100 cycles without assimilating observations into it. The rank histogram of where the truth

ranks among analysis ensemble members is shown in panel (b). The ranks are evaluated for every 13th variable in the state vector (past the

correlation bound) after 100 assimilation cycles.

could be used to assess the spread of the ensemble, and its coverage to the truth. Generally speaking, the rank histogram plots

the rank of the truth (or observations) compared to the ensemble members (or equivalent observations), ordered increasingly

in magnitude. A nearly-uniform rank histogram is desirable, and suggests that the truth is indistinguishable from the ensemble

members. A mound rank histogram indicates overdispersed ensemble, a while U-shaped histogram indicates underdispersion.

However, mound rank histograms are rarely seen in practice, especially for large-scale problems.5

Figure 13 (a) shows an RMSE plot of the results of the experiment presented in 4.5. The histogram of the rank statistics of

the truth, compared to the analysis ensemble, is shown in Figure 13 (b).

For benchmarking, one needs to generate scalar representations of the RMSE and the uniformity of a rank histogram, of

a numerical experiment. The average RMSE can be used to compare the accuracy of a group of filters. To generate a scalar

representation of the uniformity of a rank histogram, we fit a Beta distribution to the rank histogram, scaled to the interval [0,1],10

and evaluate the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence Kullback and Leibler (1951) between the fitted distribution, and a uniform

distribution1. We consider a small, e.g. closer to 0, KL distance to be an indication of a nearly-uniform rank histogram, and

consequently an indication of a well-dispersed ensemble. An alternative measure of rank histogram uniformity, is to average

the absolute distances of bins’ heights from a uniformly distributed rank histogram Bessac et al. (2018). DATeS provides

several utility functions to calculate such metrics for a numerical experiment.15

Figure 14 shows several rank histograms, along with uniform distribution, and fitted Beta distributions. The KL-divergence

measure is indicated under each panel. Results in Figure 14, suggest that the fitted Beta distribution parameters give, in most

cases, a good scalar description of the shape of the histogram. Moreover, one can infer the shape of the rank histogram from the

parameters of the fitted Beta distribution. For example, if ↵> 1, and � > 1, the histogram has a mound shape, and is U-shaped
1 The KL divergence between two Beta distributions Beta(↵,�), and Beta(↵0,�0) is

DKL(Beta(↵,�) |Beta(↵0 �0)) = ln�(↵+�)� ln(↵�)� ln�(↵0 +�0)+ ln(↵0 �0)+ (↵�↵0)
�
 (↵)� (↵0)

�
+(���0)

�
 (�)� (�0)

�

where  (·) = �0(·)
�(·) is the digamma function, i.e. the logarithmic derivative of the gamma function. Here, we set Beta(↵0,�0) to a uniform distribution by

setting ↵0 = �0 = 1.
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Figure 14. Rank histograms, with fitted Beta distributions. The KL-divergence measure is indicated under each panel.

Table 5. Measures of uniformity of the rank histograms shown in Figure 14.

Panel 1 2 3 4 5 6

DKL(�|U) 0.198 0.231 0.022 0.018 0.065 0.272

Average distance to U 0.085 0.038 0.005 0.011 0.008 0.010

if ↵< 1, and � < 1. The histogram is closer to uniformity as the parameters ↵ ,� both approach 1. Table 5 shows both KL

distance between fitted Beta distribution with respect to a uniform, and the average distances between histogram bins and a

uniform.

4.6.2 Benchmarking

The architecture of DATeS makes is easy to generate benchmarks for a new experiment. For example, one can write short5

scripts to iterate over a combination of settings of a filter to find the best possible results. As an example, consider the standard

40-variables Lorenz-96 model Lorenz (1996) described by the equations

dxi

dt
= xi�1 (xi+1 �xi�2)�xi +F ; i= 1,2, . . . ,40 , (11)

where x= (x1,x2, . . . ,x40)T 2 R40 is the state vector, with periodic boundaries, i.e. x0 ⌘ x40, and the forcing parameter is

set to F = 8. These settings make the system chaotic Lorenz and Emanuel (1998) and are widely used in synthetic settings10

for geoscientific applications. Adjusting the inflation factor, and the localization radius for EnKF filter is crucial. Consider the

case where one is testing an adaptive inflation scheme, and would like to decide on the ensemble size, and the benchmark

inflation factor to be used. As an example of benchmarking, we run the following experiment, over a time interval [0,30]

[units], where (11) is integrated forward in time using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme with model step size 0.005 [units].
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Figure 15. Data assimilation results with DEnKF applied to Lorenz-96 system. RMSE results on, a log-scale, are shown in the first panel.

The KL-distances between the analysis rank histogram and a uniform rank histogram are shown in the second panel. The localization radius

is fixed to 4.

Assume that synthetic observations are generated every 20 model steps, where every other entry of the model state is observed.

We test the DEnKF algorithm, with the fifth-order piecewise-rational function of Gaspari and Cohn Gaspari and Cohn (1999)

for covariance localization. The localization radius is held constant, and is set to l = 4, while the inflation factor is varied for

each experiment. The experiments are repeated for ensemble sizes Nens = 5,10, . . . ,40. We report the results over the second

two-thirds of the experiments timespan, i.e. over the interval [10,30] to avoid spinup artifacts. This interval consisting of the5

last 200 assimilation cycles out of 300, will be referred to as the “testing timespan”. Any experiment that results in an average

RMSE of more than 0.65 over the testing timespan, is discarded, and the filter used is seen to diverge. The numerical results

are summarized in Figures 15, and 16.

Figure 15 shows the average RMSE results, and the KL-distances between a Beta distribution fitted to the analysis rank

histogram of each experiment, and a uniform distribution. These plots, give a preliminary idea of the plausible regimes of10

both ensemble size, and inflation factor that should be used to achieve the best performance of the filter used, under the

current experimental settings. For example, for an ensemble size Nens = 20, the inflation factor should be set approximately to

1.01� 1.07 to give both a small RMSE and an analysis rank histogram close to uniform.

Concluding the best inflation factor, for a given ensemble size, based on Figure 15, however could be tricky. Figure 16

shows the inflation factors resulting in minimum average RMSE and minimum KL distance to uniformity. Specifically, for15

each ensemble size a red triangle refers to the experiment that resulted in minimum average RMSE over the testing timespan,

out of all benchmarking experiments carried out with this ensemble size. Similarly, the experiment that yielded minimum

KL-divergence to a uniform rank histogram, is indicated by a blue tripod.

To answer the question about the ensemble size, we pick the ensemble size Nens = 25, given the current experimental setup.

The reason is that Nens = 25 is the smallest ensemble size that yields small RMSE, and well-dispersed ensemble as explained20

by Figure 16. As for the benchmark inflation factor, the results in Figures 16 show that for an ensemble size Nens = 25, the

best choice of an inflation factor is approximately 1.03� 1.05, for Gaspari-Cohn localization with a fixed radius of 4.
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Figure 16. Data assimilation results with DEnKF applied to Lorenz-96 system. The minimum average RMSE over the interval [10,30]

is indicated by red triangles. The minimum average KL distance between the analysis rank histogram and a uniformly distributed rank

histogram [10,30] is indicated by blue tripods. We show the results for every choice of the ensemble size. The localization radius is fixed to

4.

Despite being a relatively easy process, unfortunately generating a set of benchmarks for all possible combinations of

numerical experiments is a time-consuming process, and is better carried out by the DA community. Some example scripts for

generating and plotting benchmarking results are included in the package for guidance.

Note that, when the Gaussian assumption is severely violated, standard benchmarking tools, such as RMSE and rank his-

tograms, should be replaced with, or at least supported by, tools capable of assessing ensemble coverage of the posterior5

distribution. In such cases, MCMC methods, including those implemented in DATeS Attia and Sandu (2015); Attia et al.

(2018); Attia (2016), could be used as a benchmarking tool Law and Stuart (2012).

5 Extending DATeS

DATeS aims at being a collaborative environment, and is designed such that adding DA components to the package is as

easy and flexible as possible. This section describes how new implementations of components such as numerical models and10

assimilation methodologies can be added to DATeS.

The most direct approach is to write the new implementation completely in Python. This, however, may sacrifice efficiency,

or may not be feasible when existing code in other languages needs to be reused. One of the main characteristics of DATeS

is the possibility of incorporating code written in low level languages. There are several strategies that can be followed to

interface existing C or Fortran code with DATeS. Amongst the most popular tools are SWIG, and F2Py for interfacing Python15

code with existing implementations written in C and Fortran, respectively.

Whether the new contribution is written in Python, in C, or in Fortran,an appropriate Python class that inherits the corre-

sponding base class, or a class derived from it, has to be created. The goal is to design new classes those are conformable with

the existing structure of DATeS and can interact appropriately with new as well as existing components.
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5.1 Adding a numerical model class

A new model class has to be created as a subclass of ModelsBase, or a class derived from it. The base class ModelsBase,

similar to all base classes in DATeS, contains headers of all the functions that need to be provided by a model class to guarantee

that it interacts properly with other components in DATeS.

The first step is to grant the model object access to linear algebra data structures, and to error models. Appropriate classes5

should be imported in a numerical model class:

– Linear algebra: state vector, state matrix, observation vector, and observation matrix, and

– Error models: background, model, and observation error models.

This gives the model object access to model-based data structures, and error entities necessary for DA applications. Figure 1710

illustrates a class of a numerical model named “MyModel”, along with all the essential classes imported by it.

The next step is to create Python-based implementations for the model functionalities. As shown in Figure 17, the corre-

sponding methods have descriptive names in order to ease the use of DATeS functionality. For example, the method state_vector()

creates (or initializes) a state vector data structure. Details of each of the methods in Figure 17 are given in the DATeS User

Manual Attia et al. (2016a).15

As an example, suppose we want to create a model class name MyModel using Numpy and Scipy (for sparse matrices)

linear algebra data structures. Code Snippet in Figure 18 shows the implementation of such class.

Note that in order to guarantee extensibility of the package we have to fix the naming of the methods associated with linear

algebra classes, and even if only binary files are provided, the Python-based linear algebra methods must be implemented.

If the model functionality is fully written in Python, the implementation of the methods associated with a model class is20

straightforward, as illustrated in Attia et al. (2016a). On the other hand, if a low level implementation of a numerical model is

given, these methods wrap the corresponding low level implementation.

5.2 Adding an assimilation class

The process of adding a new class for an assimilation methodology is similar to creating a class for a numerical model,

however it is expected to require less effort. For example, a class implementation of a filtering algorithm uses components and25

tools provided by the passed model, and by the encapsulated linear algebra data structures and methods. Moreover, filtering

algorithms belonging to the same family, such as different flavors of the well-known EnKF, are expected to share a considerable

amount of infrastructure. Python inheritance enables the reuse of methods and variables from parent classes.

To create a new class for DA filtering one derives it from the base class FiltersBase, imports appropriate routines, and

defines the necessary functionalities. Note that each assimilation object has access to a model object, and consequently to the30

proper linear algebra data structures and associated functionalities through that model.

Unlike the base class for numerical models (ModelsBase), the filtering base class FiltersBase includes actual imple-

mentations of several widely used solvers. For example, an implementation of the method FiltersBase.filtering_cycle()
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Figure ?? illustrates a class of a numerical model named “MyModel”, along with all the essential classes imported by it.

Constructing a numerical model class

Linear Algebra Error Models

Numerical Model

inherit

import

StateVector

StateMatrix

ObservationVector

ObservationMatrix

StateVectorBase

StateMatrixBase

ObservationVectorBase

ObservationMatrixBase

ErrorModelsBase

BackgroundErrorModel

ObservationErrorModel

ModelErrorModel

ModelsBase

MyModel

_model_name, _num_prognostic_variables, _num_dimensions, _num_dimensions, _perfect_model

_model_constants, _state_size, _default_step_size, _time_integrator

__init__();state_vector();observation_vector(); state_vector_size()

observation_vector_size(); state_matrix(); observation_matrix();

step_forward_function();step_forward_function_Jacobian();

integrate_state(); integrate_state_perturbations(); update_observation_operator();

construct_observation_operator();construct_observation_operator()

evaluate_theoretical_observation(); construct_observation_operator_Jacobian()

evaluate_observation_operator_Jacobian(); observation_operator_Jacobian_prod_vec()

observation_operator_Jacobian_T_prod_vec(); apply_state_covariance_localization()

apply_observation_covariance_localization(); create_observation_error_model();

create_background_error_model() create_model_error_model()

create_initial_condition();create_initial_ensemble(); get_neighbors_indexes()

ensemble_covariance_matrix();ensemble_covariance_matrix();write_state();

write_observation();read_state(); read_observation();get_model_configs()

Figure 1. Illustration of a numerical model class named MyModel, and relations to the linear algebra and error models classes. A dashed

arrow refers to an “import” relation, and a solid arrow represents an “inherit” relation.

8

Figure 17. Illustration of a numerical model class named MyModel, and relations to the linear algebra and error models classes. A dashed

arrow refers to an “import” relation, and a solid arrow represents an “inherit” relation.

is provided to carry out a single filtering cycle by applying a forecast phase followed by an analysis phase (or vice-versa, de-

pending on stated configurations).

Figure 19 illustrates a filtering class named MyFilter that works by carrying out analysis and forecast steps in the

ensemble-based statistical framework. Code Snippet in Figure 20 shows the leading lines of an implementation of the MyFilter

class.5
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Code Snippet 7 shows the implementation of such a class:

i m p o r t d a t e s _ u t i l i t y a s u t i l i t y

from mode l s_base i m p o r t ModelsBase

from s t a t e _ v e c t o r _ n u m p y i m p o r t S ta teVectorNumpy as S t a t e V e c t o r5
from s t a t e _ m a t r i x _ n u m p y i m p o r t S ta teMatr ixNumpy as S t a t e M a t r i x

from s t a t e _ m a t r i x _ s p _ s c i p y i m p o r t S t a t e M a t r i x S p S c i P y as S p a r s e S t a t e M a t r i x

c l a s s MyModel ( ModelsBase ) :

_model_name = "MyModel "10
_ d e f a u l t _ m o d e l _ c o n f i g s = d i c t ( model_name=_model_name )

d e f _ _ i n i t _ _ ( s e l f , m o d e l _ c o n f i g s =None , o u t p u t _ c o n f i g s =None ) :

" " " C o n s t r u c t o r ; MyModel c l a s s i m p l e m e n t a t i o n . " " "

# Aggrega t e p a s s e d c o n f i g u r a t i o n s wi th d e f a u l t c o n f i g u r a t i o n s15
m o d e l _ c o n f i g s = u t i l i t y . a g g r e g a t e _ c o n f i g u r a t i o n s ( mode l_con f ig s , DummyModel . _ d e f a u l t _ m o d e l _ c o n f i g s )

s e l f . m o d e l _ c o n f i g s = u t i l i t y . a g g r e g a t e _ c o n f i g u r a t i o n s ( mode l_con f ig s , ModelsBase . _ d e f a u l t _ m o d e l _ c o n f i g s )

s e l f . _ o u t p u t _ c o n f i g s = u t i l i t y . a g g r e g a t e _ c o n f i g u r a t i o n s ( o u t p u t _ c o n f i g s , ModelsBase . _ d e f a u l t _ o u t p u t _ c o n f i g s )

d e f s t a t e _ v e c t o r ( s e l f ) :20
" " " i n i t i a l i z e an empty s t a t e v e c t o r " " "

r e t u r n S t a t e V e c t o r ( np . z e r o s ( s e l f . s t a t e _ s i z e ( ) ) )

d e f s t a t e _ m a t r i x ( s e l f , c r e a t e _ s p a r s e = F a l s e ) :

" " " i n i t i a l i z e an dense / s p a r s e empty s t a t e m a t r i x " " "25
s t a t e _ s i z e = s e l f . s t a t e _ s i z e ( )

i f c r e a t e _ s p a r s e :

r e t u r n S p a r s e S t a t e M a t r i x ( s p a r s e . l i l _ m a t r i x ( ( s t a t e _ s i z e , s t a t e _ s i z e ) ) )

e l s e :

r e t u r n S t a t e M a t r i x ( np . z e r o s ( ( s t a t e _ s i z e , s t a t e _ s i z e ) ) )30

Snippet 7. The leading lines of an implementation of a class for the model MyModel derived from the models base class ModelsBase.

Linear algebra objects are derived from Numpy-based (or Scipy-based) objects.

9

Figure 18. The leading lines of an implementation of a class for the model MyModel derived from the models base class ModelsBase.

Linear algebra objects are derived from Numpy-based (or Scipy-based) objects.Figure 2 illustrates a filtering class named MyFilter that works by carrying out analysis and forecast steps in the ensemble-

based statistical framework.

Filter

inherit

FiltersBase

filter_configs, output_configs, model

__init__(); filtering_cycle()

MyFilter

filter_configs, output_configs, model

__init__(); filtering_cycle(); forecast();analysis();

generate_prior_info(); cycle_preprocessing(); cycle_postprocessing();

save_cycle_results(); print_cycle_results();read_cycle_results()

Figure 2. Illustration of a DA filtering class MyFilter, and its relation to the filtering base class. A solid arrow represents an “inherit”

relation.

10

Figure 19. Illustration of a DA filtering class MyFilter, and its relation to the filtering base class. A solid arrow represents an “inherit”

relation.

6 Discussion and Concluding Remarks

This work describes DATeS, a flexible and highly-extensible package for solving data assimilation problems. DATeS seeks to

provide a unified testing suite for data assimilation applications that allows researchers to easily compare different methodolo-

gies in different settings with minimal coding effort. The core of DATeS is written in Python. The main functionalities, such as
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Code Snippet 8 shows the leading lines of an implementation of the MyFilter class:

i m p o r t d a t e s _ u t i l i t y a s u t i l i t y

from f i l t e r s _ b a s e i m p o r t F i l t e r s B a s e

from mode l s_base i m p o r t ModelsBase5

c l a s s M y F i l t e r ( F i l t e r s B a s e ) :

_ f i l t e r _ n a m e = " M y F i l t e r "

_ d e f _ l o c a l _ f i l t e r _ c o n f i g s = d i c t ( model=None , f i l t e r _ n a m e = _ f i l t e r _ n a m e )

_ l o c a l _ d e f _ o u t p u t _ c o n f i g s = d i c t ( s c r _ o u t p u t =True , f i l e _ o u t p u t = F a l s e ,10
f i l t e r _ s t a t i s t i c s _ d i r = ’ F i l t e r _ S t a t i s t i c s ’ ,

m o d e l _ s t a t e s _ d i r = ’ M o d e l _ S t a t e s _ R e p o s i t o r y ’ ,

o b s e r v a t i o n s _ d i r = ’ O b s e r v a t i o n s _ R p o s i t o r y ’ )

d e f _ _ i n i t _ _ ( s e l f , f i l t e r _ c o n f i g s =None , o u t p u t _ c o n f i g s =None ) :15
" " " C o n s t r u c t o r ; M y F i l t e r c l a s s i m p l e m e n t a t i o n " " "

e r r_msg = "A model o b j e c t r e f e r e n c e MUST be p a s s e d i n ’ f i l t e r _ c o n f i g s ’ a s v a l u e t o t h e key ’ model ’ . . . "

a s s e r t i s i n s t a n c e ( f i l t e r _ c o n f i g s [ ’ model ’ ] , ModelsBase ) , e r r_msg

# a g g r e g a t e c o n f i g u r a t i o n s , and a t t a c h f i l t e r _ c o n f i g s , o u t p u t _ c o n f i g s t o t h e f i l t e r o b j e c t .20
f i l t e r _ c o n f i g s = u t i l i t y . a g g r e g a t e _ c o n f i g u r a t i o n s ( f i l t e r _ c o n f i g s , M y F i l t e r . _ d e f _ l o c a l _ f i l t e r _ c o n f i g s )

o u t p u t _ c o n f i g s = u t i l i t y . a g g r e g a t e _ c o n f i g u r a t i o n s ( o u t p u t _ c o n f i g s , M y F i l t e r . _ l o c a l _ d e f _ o u t p u t _ c o n f i g s )

F i l t e r s B a s e . _ _ i n i t _ _ ( f i l t e r _ c o n f i g s = f i l t e r _ c o n f i g s , o u t p u t _ c o n f i g s = o u t p u t _ c o n f i g s )

s e l f . model = s e l f . f i l t e r _ c o n f i g s [ ’ model ’ ]

25
d e f f i l t e r i n g _ c y c l e ( s e l f ) :

" " " Car ry o u t a s i n g l e f i l t e r i n g c y c l e " " "

F i l t e r s B a s e . f i l t e r i n g _ c y c l e ( )

# Add f u r t h e r f u n c t i o n a l i t y i f you wish . . .

30
d e f f o r e c a s t ( s e l f ) :

" " " F o r e c a s t s t e p o f t h e f i l t e r " " "

#

d e f a n a l y s i s ( s e l f , * a rgs , ** kwargs ) :35
" " " A n a l y s i s s t e p o f t h e f i l t e r " " "

#

Snippet 8. The leading lines of an implementation of a DA filter; the MyFilter class is derived from the filters base class FiltersBase.
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Figure 20. The leading lines of an implementation of a DA filter; the MyFilter class is derived from the filters base class FiltersBase.

model propagation, filtering, and smoothing code, can however be written in high-performance languages such as C or Fortran

to attain high levels of computational efficiency.

While, we introduced several assimilation schemes in this paper, the current version, DATeS v1.0, emphasizes the statistical

assimilation methods. DATeS provide the essential infrastructure required to combine elements of a variational assimilation

algorithm with other parts of the package. The variational aspects of DATeS, however, require additional work that includes5

efficient evaluation of the adjoint model, checkpointing, and handling weak constraints. A new version of the package, under

development, will carefully address these issues, and will provide implementations of several variational schemes. The vari-

ational implementations will be derived from the 3D- and 4D-Var classes implemented in the current version (DATeS v1.0).
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The current version of the package presented in this work, DATeS v1.0, can be situated between professional data assimila-

tion packages such as DART, and simplistic research-grade implementations. DATeS is well-suited for educational purposes as

a learning tool for students and new comers to the data assimilation research field. It can also help data assimilation researchers

develop specific components of the data assimilation process, and easily use them with the existing elements of the package.

For example, one can develop a new filter, and interface an existing physical model, and error models, without the need to5

understand how these components are implemented. This requires unifying the interfaces between the different components of

the data assimilation process, which is an essential feature of DATeS. These features allow for optimal collaboration between

teams working on different aspects of a data assimilation system.

To contribute to DATeS, by adding new implementations, one must comply to the naming conventions given in the base

classes. This requires building proper Python interfaces for the implementations intended to be incorporated with the package.10

Interfacing operational models, such the weather research and forecasting model (WRF) Skamarock et al. (2005), in the current

version, DATeS v1.0, is expected to require substantial work. Moreover, DATeS does not yet support parallelization, which

limits its applicability in operational settings.

The authors plan to continue developing DATeS with the long-term goal of making it a complete data assimilation testing

suite that includes support for variational methods, as well as interfaces with complex models such as quasi-geostrophic global15

circulation models. Parallelization of DATeS, and interfacing large-scale models such as the weather research and forecasting

model (WRF) Skamarock et al. (2005), will also be considered in the future.

Code and data availability.

The code of DATeS-v1.0 is available from https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1247464. The online documentation, and alterna-
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